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Our Setting
• First Assumption:  

our KGs have OWL 2 QL ontology  
(that may not be saturated)


• Example of an ontology:
RDF Store Ontology
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Example 6. Consider a set of SHACL constraints and an OWL 2 QL ontology:

C = {hs, ⌧s,�si}, where ⌧s = :MechDevice(x) and �s = (�1 :hasModel.>),

O = {:Turbine v :MechDevice, 9:hasTuCat v 9:hasCat}.

One can show that a rewiring of C over O is S 0
= {hs, ⌧

0
s,�

0
si}, where

⌧
0

s = :MechDevice(x) _ :Turbine(x) and �
0

s = (�1 :hasCat.>) _ (�1 :hasTuCat.>)ut

Observe that in the example both the target definition ⌧s and the constraint definition
�s were rewritten over O in order to guarantee that the ontology O can be safely ignored.
In particular, the rewriting of ⌧s guarantees that in any graph G, each instance of :Turbine
should also be verified against s, whereas the rewriting of �s guarantees that any entity
in G with a :hasTuCat-successor validates s, even if it has no :hasCat-successor.

Thus, despite the similarity of query and constraint rewriting overt ontologies there
are significant differences. 11 The first difference as illustrated above is that a shape
contains a target definition and a constraint that in the general case should be rewritten
independently. But more importantly, as opposed to queries, SHACL constraints can
be recursive which makes the rewriting significantly more involved (see Section 4 for
details).

In what follows we study rewritability for SHACL, i.e. SHACL-rewritability, for
different fragments of SHACL. Before proceeding we show that in the general case
rewriting does not exist.

3.2 Non-Existence of SHACL-Rewritings

We start with the hardness of SHACL validation.

Theorem 1. There exists an DL-LiteR ontology, a set of SHACL constraints C, and a KG
G such that deciding whether hO,Gi is valid against C is CO-NP-hard in the size of G.

Proof (Sketch). The proof is based on encoding the 3-coloring co-problem. For a given
undirected graph F = hV,Ei (with vertices V and edges E), we construct the following
KG GF :

{(vi, a, V ) | vi 2 V } [ {(vi, E, vj) | (vi, vj) 2 E}

[ {(v
0
, U, vi) | vi 2 V } [ {(v

0
, a, T )},

where v
0, U and T are needed for technical reasons as will be explained below.

Then, we define O = {V v 9R.C,Cred v C,Cblue v C,Cred v ¬Cblue}, where the
axiom V v 9R.C enforces that in each minimal model M of hO,GF i, each vertex vi

has an R-successor ai, which intuitively stands for the color of vertex vi in F
12. The

11 Recall that for query rewriting the input is a query q and ontology O and the output is another
query q0 such that for any database D so-called certain answers of q over hO,Di coinside with
the answers of q0 over D alone [11].

12 The axiom of kind V v 9R.C in syntactically not in DL-LiteR but can be expressed by using
fresh role R1 and three axioms: V v 9R1, R1 v R and 9R�

1 v C.

• Second assumption:  
we use SHACL for Data Quality 

• W3C standard and 
used in industry, e.g, TopBraid



Combing CWA & OWA
• Ontologies are under OWA (what is missing is not false!) 

• Integrity Constraints are under CWA (including SHACL) 

• Third Assumption: Take approach from the literature


    [1] Adding Integrity Constraints to OWL, Motik et. al. 
    [2] Integrity Constraints in OWL, Tao et. al.


• Semantics of combing ontologies and constraints:  
 “First apply ontology rules to “saturate” KG 
        (compute minimal Herbrand model ~ canonical model) 
                                              then check integrity constraints”



Challenges with Saturation 
and Existing Approaches

1. Saturated ontologies are hard to maintain  
     (updating, deleting, etc)


2. Not all data are needed when checking constraints


3. OWL 2 QL saturation means computing canonical model  
     —> which may be infinite  —> not feasible in practice

• Proposals like: [1] Adding Integrity Constraints to OWL, Motik et. al.


• Reduces the problem to (complex) logic programs 

• Requires different engine to check to validate constraints



Our Approach
• Instead, we combine constraints and ontology into 

                   new set of constraints and evaluate over RDF

SHACL rewriting

• Looks similar to OBDA setting,  
      but SHACL and conjunctive queries are incomparable


• Since OWL 2 QL has recursion ->  
      we need would need recursive SHACL constraints



• Then an DL-Lite ontology with two assertions:

Example of Rewriting
• Given a SHACL constraint with a target and shape def:
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• Rewritten shape:
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We now illustrate this notion on the following example.

Example 6. Consider a set of SHACL constraints and an OWL 2 QL ontology:

C = {⟨s, τs,φs⟩}, where τs = :MechDevice(x) and φs = (≥1 :hasCat.⊤),
O = {:Turbine ⊑ :MechDevice,∃:hasTuCat ⊑ ∃:hasCat}.

One can show that a rewiring of C over O is S ′ = {⟨s, τ ′
s,φ

′
s⟩}, where

τ ′
s = :MechDevice(x) ∨ :Turbine(x) and

φ′
s = (≥1 :hasCat.⊤) ∨ (≥1 :hasTuCat.⊤). ⊓)

Observe that in the example both the target definition τs and the constraint
definition φs were rewritten over O in order to guarantee that the ontology O
can be safely ignored. In particular, the rewriting of τs guarantees that in any
graph G, each instance of :Turbine should also be verified against s, whereas
the rewriting of φs guarantees that any entity in G with a :hasTuCat-successor
validates s, even if it has no :hasCat-successor.

Thus, despite the similarity of query and constraint rewriting overt ontologies
there are significant differences5. The first difference as illustrated above is that
a shape contains a target definition and a constraint that in the general case
should be rewritten independently. But more importantly, as opposed to queries,
SHACL constraints can be recursive which makes the rewriting significantly more
involved (see Sect. 4 for details).

We now show that rewritings may not exist.

3.2 Non-existence of SHACL-Rewritings

We start with the hardness of SHACL validation that can be shown by reduction
from the 3-coloring co-problem.

Theorem 1. There exists a DL-LiteR ontology, a set of SHACL constraints C,
and a KG G such that deciding whether ⟨O,G⟩ is valid against C is co-NP-hard
in the size of G.

Proof. [Sketch] The proof is based on an encoding of the 3-coloring co-problem
into the validity problem. For a given undirected graph F = ⟨V,E⟩, where V is
a set of vertices and E of edges, we construct the following KG GF :

{(vi, a, V ) | vi ∈ V } ∪ {(vi, E, vj) | (vi, vj) ∈ E}
∪ {(v′, U, vi) | vi ∈ V } ∪ {(v′, a, T )},

where v′, U and T are needed for technical reasons as will be explained below.
5 Recall that for query rewriting the input is a query q and ontology O and the output

is another query q′ such that for any database D so-called certain answers of q over
⟨O, D⟩ coincide with the answers of q′ over D alone [9].
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The main contributions
This is a foundational work. We


• Studied conditions when SHACL-rewritings exists 

• Shown that in most complex case  
                                it is not possible


• Found two practical fragments when SHACL-
rewriting exists and established their  
complexity bounds 



The rest of the talk

• Preliminaries: SHACL (core) and OWL 2 QL 

• Technical Results 

• Conclude



SHACL (core)  
in 2 min



Shapes Constraint Language  
(SHACL)

• Constraint language for RDF


• W3C recommendation since 
July 2017



SHACL for local validations
 :PlaneTicketShape	

						a	sh:NodeShape	;		
						sh:targetClass	:PlaneTicket	;	
		
						sh:property	[	
										sh:maxCount	1	;		
										sh:path	ex:passengerName;		
										sh:datatype	xsd:string	.	
						];		
						sh:property	[	
										sh:path	:flightcode	;	
										sh:maxCount	1	;	
	 						sh:datatype	xsd:integer	.		
						].	
				…
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Name of the constraint, aka Shape 
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Identifies “target nodes”  
to be validated against the shape
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SHACL for local validations
 :PlaneTicketShape	
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which must be a string



SHACL for propagated validations
:AirplaneEngineShape	
			a	sh:NodeShape	;		
			sh:targetClass	:	AirplaneEngine	;		
			sh:property	[	
						sh:maxCount	1	;		
						sh:path	ex:attachedTo;		
						sh:node	xsd:AirplaneWingShape	.	
				];	



SHACL for propagated validations
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To verify engine :AirplaneEngineShape  
we must verify that it is attached to a wing:						

xsd:AirplaneWingShape	
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…	By	leaving	recursion	undefined,	implementations	may	
chose	to	not	support	recursion...The	expectation	is	that	
future	work,	for	example	in	W3C	Community	Groups,	will	
lead	to	the	definition	of	specific	dialects	of	SHACL	

where	recursion	is	well-defined.

➡ Not 100% formal semantics  
partly SPARQL, partly textual 
mixing intention with implementation


➡ Circular (recursive) constraints?  
validation explicitly undefined
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mixing intention with implementation


➡ Circular (recursive) constraints?  
validation explicitly undefined

“Semantics and Validation of Recursive SHACL” 

• We defined abstract syntax of SHACL core  

• Introduced semantic for recursive SHACL  
that extends standard semantics 

• Studied general validation algorithms and tractable fragments 



SHACL Constraints 
Abstract Syntax

Main problem: target validation

Input
Graph G

Shape constraint definitions:
(s0)

.
= �s0 , (s1)

.
= �s1 ,..., (sn)

.
= �sn

Target atom s0(v0)

Constraints
� ::= > | s0 | c | �1^�2 | �1_�2 | ¬� | �n R.� | n R.� | EQ(r1, r2),

s
0 a shape name, c an IRI, r1, r2 are property paths, n 2 N+
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Example 1. Consider the following fragment of the Siemens KG GSIEM from ?,
which describes Siemens industrial assets including two turbines with the iden-
tifiers :t177 and :t852 and one power plant (PPlant) with the identifier :p063,
as well as information about equipment (turbine) categories (hasTuCat, hasCat),
their deployment sites (deplAt), and enumeration of turbines at plants (hasTurb):

{(:p063, a, :PPlant), (:p063, :hasTurb, :t852), (:t852, a, :Turbine),

(:t852, :deplAt, :p063), (:t852, :hasCat, :SGT-800),

(:t177, :deplAt, :p063), (:t177, :hasTuCat, :SGT-800)}. ut

2.2 SHACL Syntax

We next briefly recall relevant notions of SHACL using a compact syntax of ?
which is equivalent to SHACL’s “Core Constraint Components” ?. SHACL stands
for Shapes Constraint Language. Each SHACL constraint in a set of constraints
C, usually referred to as shape, is defined as a triple: hs, ⌧s,�si, where

– s is the name,
– ⌧s is the target definition, a SPARQL query with one output variable whose

purpose is to retrieve target entities of s from G, i.e., entities (nodes) occur-
ring in G for which the following constraint of the shape should be verified,

– and �s is the constraint , an expression defined according to the following
grammar:

� ::= > | s0 | c | �1 ^ �2 | �1 _ �2 | ¬� | �n R.� | n R.� | EQ(r1, r2), (1)

where > stands for the Boolean truth values, s0 is a shape name occurring
in C, c is a constant, R is a property, and n 2 N; moreover, ^ denotes the
conjunction, ¬ – negation, “�n R.�”–“must have at least n-successors in G
verifying �”, r1 and r2 are SPARQL property paths and “EQ(r1, r2)” means
that “r1 and r2 successors of a node must coincide”.

With a slight abuse of notation we identify the shape with its name. We note
that the syntax for constraints allows for shapes to reference each other. A set of
constraints is recursive if it contains a shape that reference itself, either directly
or via a reference cycle.

Example 2. Consider CSIEM = {hsi, ⌧si ,�sii | i = 1, 4}, where:

⌧s1 = 9y(:deplAt(x, y)), �s1 = (�1 :hasCat.>),

⌧s2 = 9y(:hasTuCat(x, y)), �s2 = (�1 a.:Turbine),

⌧s3 = :PPlant(?x), �s3 = (�1 :hasTurb.s4),

⌧s4 = :Turbine(?x), �s4 = (�1 :deplAt.s3).

Here s1 essentially says that any deployed artifact should have a category, and
s2 says that only turbines can have a turbine category. The last two shapes s3

and s4 are mutually recursive, and they respectively say that each power plant
should have at least one turbine and each turbine should be deployed in at least
one location. ut
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that “r1 and r2 successors of a node must coincide”.

With a slight abuse of notation we identify the shape with its name. We note
that the syntax for constraints allows for shapes to reference each other. A set of
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Example of Targets and Shape Definitions



Shapes Validation

“Labelling graph with shapes and check if the labelling is consistent”



Shapes ValidationRecursion

v0Dean ¬Faculty

v1¬Dean Faculty

isDeanOf hasDean

Constraints

def(Dean) .
= �1 isDeanOf.Faculty

def(Faculty) .
= �1 hasDean.Dean

Target

Dean(v0)

Grounding constraint evaluation

Evaluate the constraints given a shape
assignment

Assignment 3

Complies with target and constraints

9 / 18“Labelling graph with shapes and check if the labelling is consistent”



OWL 2 QL in 1 slide
Motivation Semantic Web OBDA Framework Ontop Use cases Conclusion References

DL-LiteR captures conceptual modeling formalisms

Modeling construct DL-Lite FOL formalization

ISA on classes A1 ı A2 ’x(A1(x) æ A2(x))

. . . and on relations R1 ı R2 ’x, y(R1(x, y) æ R2(x, y))

Disjointness of classes A1 ı ¬A2 ’x(A1(x) æ ¬A2(x))

. . . and of relations R1 ı ¬R2 ’x, y(R1(x, y) æ ¬R2(x, y))

Domain of relations ÷P ı A1 ’x(÷y(P (x, y)) æ A1(x))

Range of relations ÷P ≠
ı A2 ’x(÷y(P (y, x)) æ A2(x))

Mandatory participation
(min card = 1)

A1 ı ÷P

A2 ı ÷P ≠

’x(A1(x) æ ÷y(P (x, y)))
’x(A2(x) æ ÷y(P (y, x)))

· · · · · · · · ·

D. Calvanese, B. Cogrel, G. Xiao (unibz) OBDA: Introduction EKAW – 19/11/2016 (37/64)



Technical Part



OWL 2 QL 
+  

full SHACL  
(negative case)



• Interaction between “existential” rules  
in OWL 2 QL, and


• negation or negative cardinality 

• allows to encode (non) 3 coloring problem to our problem


• complexity of the becomes is DP-hard   

• Complexity of checking  recursive SHACL is NP-complete

Non-Existence of Rewriting
SHACL Constraint Validation over Ontology-Enhanced KGs via Rewriting 7

Then, we define O = {V ⊑ ∃R.C,Cred ⊑ C,Cblue ⊑ C,Cred ⊑ ¬ Cblue}, where
the axiom V ⊑ ∃R.C enforces that in each minimal model M of ⟨O,GF ⟩, each
vertex vi has an R-successor ai, which intuitively stands for the color of vertex
vi in F6. The two other axioms intuitively enforce that either (ai, a, Cred) ∈ M
or (ai, a, Cblue) ∈ M, or none of the two. Intuitively, vi is either red, or blue or
none of the two (i.e. green).

Now we introduce a singleton set of constraints C = {⟨s, τs,φs⟩} that requires
that at least one pair of adjacent vertices has the same color:

τs = T (x), and φs = (≥1 U.(φ1 ∨φ2 ∨φ3)), where

φ1 = (≥1 R. ≥1 a.Cred)∧(≥1 E. ≥1 R. ≥1 a.Cred)

φ2 = (≥1 R. ≥1 a.Cblue)∧(≥1 E. ≥1 R. ≥1 a.Cblue)

φ3 = (≥1 R. ≥1 a.(¬Cred ∧¬Cblue))∧(≥1 E. ≥1 R. ≥1 a.(¬Cred ∧¬Cblue)).

Intuitively, the formula φ1 evaluates to true at the node vi if vi is colored as
red and has a red neighbour. The formulas φ2 and φ3 evaluate similarly, but for
blue and green. Finally, the shape s has the node v′ as the unique target, and v
has every other node in GF as a U -successor, ensuring that GF is valid against
C iff there is no 3-colouring for F . ⊓)

In [13] it has been shown that validation of SHACL constraints over KGs
without ontologies is NP-complete in the size of the graph. Thus, we can imme-
diately conclude the following negative result that holds under the assumption
that co-NP ̸⊆ NP.

Corollary 1. There exists an DL-LiteR ontology and a set of SHACL con-
straints for which no SHACL-rewriting over this ontology exists.

In order to overcome the non-existence problem we found a restriction on
SHACL as will be presented in the following section.

4 Rewriting of SHACL+ Constraints over OWL 2 QL

As discussed above, a rewriting may not exist for an arbitrary set of SHACL
shapes and a DL-LiteR ontology. Thus, in order to gain rewritability one can
restrict the expressivity of SHACL. In the following we do so by restricting
SHACL to positive SHACL shapes. For this setting we develop Algorithm1 that
allows to compute constraint rewritings. A SHACL shape is in SHACL+ if it
does not contain negation and cardinality restriction of kind “≤n R.φ ”.

6 The axiom of the kind V ⊑ ∃R.C in syntactically not in DL-LiteR but it can be
expressed using a “fresh” role R1 and three axioms: V ⊑ ∃R1, R1 ⊑ R and ∃R−

1 ⊑ C.
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2.1 Knowledge Graph

A Knowledge Graph (KG) G is a possibly infinite directed labeled graph that
consists of triples of the form (s, p, o) over Σ, where s is a constant, p – property,
and o – constant or class (in this case p is the special predicate “a”).

Example 1. Consider the following fragment of the Siemens KG GSIEM from [23],
which describes Siemens industrial assets including two turbines with the iden-
tifiers :t177 and :t852 and one power plant (PPlant) with the identifier :p063,
as well as information about equipment (turbine) categories (hasTuCat, hasCat),
their deployment sites (deplAt), and enumeration of turbines at plants (hasTurb):

{(:p063, a, :PPlant), (:p063, :hasTurb, :t852), (:t852, a, :Turbine),
(:t852, :deplAt, :p063), (:t852, :hasCat, :SGT-800),
(:t177, :deplAt, :p063), (:t177, :hasTuCat, :SGT-800)}. ⊓"

2.2 SHACL Syntax

We next briefly recall relevant notions of SHACL using a compact syntax of [12]
which is equivalent to SHACL’s “Core Constraint Components” [12]. SHACL
stands for Shapes Constraint Language. Each SHACL constraint in a set of con-
straints C, usually referred to as shape, is defined as a triple: ⟨s, τs,φs⟩, where

– s is the name,
– τs is the target definition, a SPARQL query with one output variable whose

purpose is to retrieve target entities of s from G, i.e., entities (nodes) occurring
in G for which the following constraint of the shape should be verified,

– and φs is the constraint, an expression defined according to the following
grammar:

φ :: = ⊤ | s′ | c | φ1 ∧φ2 | φ1 ∨φ2 | ¬φ | ≥n R.φ | ≤n R.φ | EQ(r1, r2), (1)

where ⊤ stands for the Boolean truth values, s′ is a shape name occurring
in C, c is a constant, R is a property, and n ∈ N; moreover, ∧ denotes the
conjunction, ¬ – negation, “≥n R.φ” – “must have at least n-successors in G
verifying φ”, r1 and r2 are SPARQL property paths and “EQ(r1, r2)” means
that “r1 and r2 successors of a node must coincide”.

With a slight abuse of notation we identify the shape with its name. We note
that the syntax for constraints allows for shapes to reference each other. A set of
constraints is recursive if it contains a shape that reference itself, either directly
or via a reference cycle.
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OWL 2 QL  
+  

positive SHACL 



General Idea of Rewriting
• We do rewriting by “injecting” OWL statements into SHACL


• Similar to query rewriting in OBDA 

• Follows canonical model construction

SHACL Constraint Validation over Ontology-enhanced KGs via Rewriting 3

An extended version of the paper with detailed proofs can be found on-line at: https:
//www.inf.unibz.it/krdb/KRDB%20files/tech-reports/KRDB18-03.pdf.

2 Preliminaries and Running Example

In this section we recall required definitions. We assume a signature ⌃ that consists of
three infinite countable sets of constants, that correspond to entities, classes of unary
predicates, that correspond to types, and properties or binary predicates that correspond
to object properties or a special predicate “a” that essentially labels entities with classes.
Note that we consider neither datatypes nor data properties in this work and leave them
for the future study. We also consider an infinite countable domain � of entities.

2.1 Knowledge Graph

A Knowledge Graph (KG) G in our work is a possibly infinite directed label graph that
consists of triples of the form (s, p, o) over ⌃, where s is a constant, p is a property, and
o is either a constant or a class and only in the latter case p is the special predicate “a”.

Example 1. Consider the following fragment of the Siemens KG GSIEM from [22], which
describes Siemens industrial assets including two turbines with the identifiers :t177 and
:t852 and one power plant (PPlant) with the identifier :p063, as well as information
about equipment (turbine) categories (hasTuCat, hasCat), their deployment sites (deplAt),
and enumeration of turbines at plants (hasTurb):

{(:p063, a, :PPlant), (:p063, :hasTurb, :t852),
(:t852, a, :Turbine), (:t852, :deplAt, :p063), (:t852, :hasCat, :SGT-800),
(:t177, :deplAt, :p063), (:t177, :hasTuCat, :SGT-800), }. ut

2.2 SHACL Syntax

We next briefly recall relevant notions of SHACL using a compact syntax of [12] which
is equivalent to SHACL’s “Core Constraint Components” [12]. SHACL stands for Shapes
Constraint Language. Each SHACL constraint in a set of constraints C, usually referred
to as shape, is defined as a triple: hs, ⌧s,�si, where

– s is the name,
– ⌧s is the target definition, a SPARQL query with one output variable whose purpose

is to retrieve target entities of s from G, i.e., entities (nodes) occurring in G for which
the following constraint of the shape should be verified,

– and �s is the constraint, an expression defined according to the following grammar:

� ::= > | s
0
| c | �1 ^ �2 | ¬� | �n r.� | EQ(r1, r2), (1)

where > stands for the Boolean truth values, s0 is a shape name occurring in C, c
is a constant, r is a SPARQL property path, and n 2 N+; moreover, ^ denotes the
conjunction, ¬ – negation, “�n r.�”–“must have at least n-successors in G verifying
�”, and “EQ(r1, r2)”–“r1 and r2-successors of a node must coincide”.9

9 One may also use _ and n r.� as syntactic sugar, with their expected meaning.
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We show this for each case. For the cases: �s = > and �s = I it is clear that �(v, s)
is true iff �0

(v, s
0
) is true.

Cases �s = �1 ^ �2, �s = �1 _ �2 and �s = EQ(r1, r2) can be shown in the same
way as in the proof of Theorem 1.

If �s = �k R.s1 the translation is �
0
s = (�k R

0
.s

0
1) _ s

virtual where R
0
=

R1| . . . |Ri| . . . |Rn. By definition �(v, s) = true if there are at least k R-successors in
the canonical model. By construction of canonical model there must be then at least
k facts of the form (v,Ri, vi) in can(O, C) such that O |= Ri v R. We distinguish
between two cases. Either all facts (v,Ri, vi) are in the closure cl(O,G) and thus
(as shown in Theorem 2) formula �k R

0
.s

0
1 evaluates to true. Otherwise, there are

R-successors necessary for s to evaluate to true that are in can(O,G) \ cl(O,G). The
minimal canonical model introduces at most one node a1 for each node a in can(O, C)

such that R(v, a) 2 can(O, C). Moreover, all nodes necessary to evaluate �(v, s) to
true are located on the tree t in can(O,G) \ cl(O,G) that is rooted in v. That is, for
each shape s1 referenced by s that evaluates to true on t with � there exists a node a1

on t such that can(O,G), C |= �s1(a1). Now we apply Lemma 8, and get that it holds
G, C

00
[ CO [ C

v
O
[ C

s
O
|= �svirtual1

(v). If we set s1 = s and the node a1 = v and apply
Lemma 8 again, we have that �0

(s
virtual

, v) = true.
(() Let �0 be a satisfying assignment for G, C00

[CO[C
v
O
[C

s
O

such that J�sKG,v,�
0
=

true. We set � to be an assignment for C over can(O,G) to be based on �
0 by replacing

each s
virtual with s and eliminating assignments for shapes in CO [ C

v
O
[ C

s
O

.
Then this claim can be shown in a similar fashion to the direction “)” of Lemma 8

by applying Lemmas 3,4 and 8 for different types of shape definitions. ut
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Rewriting Overview /1
1. Rewriting of shape targets via “Perfect Reformulation”

2. Rewriting consists of  3 kinds of auxiliary shapes:


• “encode” concepts over active domain


• “encode” concepts over virtual domain 


• “encode” property successors in ontology 


3. “rewritten” original shapes
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Lemma 8. Assume we are given a DL-Lite ontology O, a graph G, node v in G, a set
C of positive shapes and shape s defined in C. Then let C00

, CO, C
v
O

and CO be sets of
shapes constructed from C and O as defined in Algorithm 2. It holds:

G, C
00
[ CO [ C

v
O
[ C

s
O
|= �svirtual (v) iff

there is a node a1 in can(O,G) with witness v s.t. can(O,G), C |= �s(a1).

Proof. ()) Let �0 be a satisfying assignment for G, C00
[ CO [ C

v
O
[ C

s
O

.
We set � to be an assignment for C over can(O,G) to be based on �

0 by replacing
each s

virtual with s and eliminating assignments for shapes in CO [ C
v
O
[ C

s
O

.
From Lemma 3 we have that each shape s

succ
R,P in C

s
O

is true in v iff there are
nodes a1, a2, a3 in can(O,G) with witness v s.t. can(O,G) |= R(a1, a2) and can(O,

G) |= R(a2, a3), and (ii) each shape s
virtual
C in C

v
O

is true in v iff there is a node a1 in
can(O,G) with witness v s.t. can(O,G) |= C(a1). Thus, for cases �s = >, �s = I ,
�s =�1 a.C1 for some basic concept C1 it is clear that �(v, s) is true iff �0

(v, s
0
) is true.

Cases �s = �1 ^ �2, �s = �1 _ �2 and �s = EQ(r1, r2) can be shown in the same
way as in the proof of Theorem 1.

For �s = (�kR.s1) we have the following rewriting: �0
s = (�kR

0
.s

0
1) _ s

virtual .
Then �svirtual evaluates to true if either (�kR

0
.s

0
1) is true or �svirtual is true.

Assume first that �kR
0
.s

0
1 evaluates to true. Since R

0
= R1| . . . |Ri| . . . |Rn where

O |= Ri v R there must be at least k facts of the form (v,Ri, vi) in G. So there are at
least k R-successors in can(O, T ) (actually, there are already in cl(O,G)). The we set
a1 = v and �kR.s1(v) evaluates to true since s1 2 �

0
(v) iff s1 2 �(v).

Assume now that svirtual evaluates to true. First we analyze the shapes of the form
s9R,s1 . We observe that such shapes are forming a propositional Datalog program where
�s9R,s1

= s9R,s2 ^ s9R,s3 if �s1 = s2 ^ s3 (and similarly for _) and �9R,s1 = s
succ
R,P if

�s1 = (�kP.s2) . The program that only depends on O and not on shapes in C since
literals are defined as: ssuccR,P = s

virtual
9R if O |= 9R

�
v 9P and s

succ
R,P = ? if O |=

9R
�
v 9P . Special cases are �s1 =�1 a.A and �s1 =�1R.>. then �9R,s1 = s

virtual
A

and �9R,s1 = s
virtual
9R respectively.

Overall, formula of a shape �9R,s1 evaluates to true (in any node in G) if (i) all
successors necessary for s1 and other shapes references by s1 exist in canonical model,
(ii) “terminating” shape with formulas �s1 =�1 a.A and �s1 =�1R.> are also true in
v.

Second, shape s
virtual
9R evaluates to true in v and thus from Lemma 3 we have that

canonical model contains a tree with root in v that branch is of the form (v,R, v
0
) for

some fresh v
0 introduced when generating canonical model. From Lemma 3 we have that

there exists a node a1 in can(O,G) where s9R evaluates to true.
Thus all “necessary successors” of s are in can(O,G) and we set � accordingly so

�(a1, s) = true.
(() Let � be a satisfying assignment for can(O,G), C |= �s(v). Let now �

0 be the
same as � where each shape name s is replaced with s

0. In addition, we extend �
0 to shape

names in CO [ C
v
O
[ C

s
O

. In particular, a shape ssuccR,P in C
s
O

are assigned to every node in
G such that �0

(s
succ
R,P , v) = true iff O |= 9R

�
v 9P . This determines the assignment for

shapes of kind s9R,s1 by setting �
0
(s9R,s1 , v) = true iff propositional s9R,s1 is true in

the Datalog program that contains shapes Cs
O

and shapes of the kind “s9R,s2”. For the
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Algorithm 1. Constraint rewriting
Input: ontology O possible with existential rules, set of positive shapes C
1: CO ← ShapeT(O)
2: Cv

O ← shapeVirtual(O)
3: Cs

O ← successorT(O)
4: C′′ ← {⟨PerfRef(τs, O),RewriteCompl(φs, O)⟩ | s ∈ C}
5: return CO ∪ Cv

O ∪ Cs
O,C ∪ C′′

the formula [[τs]]⟨O,G⟩ defines a special set of target nodes over the graph and
ontology: [[τs]]⟨O,G⟩ returns a node v iff it does so for every minimal model M of
⟨O,G⟩. ⊓$

In other words, the targets of s according to the KB ⟨O,G⟩ can be retrieved
by evaluating the query PerfRef(τs,O) over G alone.

4.4 Rewriting of the Ontology

In this part, we present our rewriting algorithm. In order to make notations more
concise, we write G, C |= φ(v) to denote that the node v satisfies the constraint
φ in the graph G given a set C of shapes. Similarly, we use ⟨O,G⟩, C |= φ(v) to
denote that v satisfies φ in the graph that corresponds to the canonical model of
⟨O,G⟩ given C. Then, we assume that the shape constraints in C are normalised,
i.e. contain at most one operator. Note that this can always be obtained by
introducing nested shape names.

Our rewriting procedure is presented in Algorithm 1 and we now guide the
reader through it. Our algorithm relies on auxiliary shapes of three kinds:

– CO that contains for each concept C in O the corresponding shape sC in CO;
this ensures that for every node v the fact C(v) is in the canonical model iff
v is valid in the shape sC .

– “virtual” shapes Cv
O and Cs

O that are used to capture the part of the canonical
model generated by existential quantification.

The shapes CO, Cv
O and Cs

O will help us to establish rewriting over O of the
original shapes from C into C′′. We now define CO, Cv

O and Cs
O explain how they

are used in Algorithm 1 and show correctness of the algorithm.

Rewriting ShapeT for Active Nodes: CO. For every concept of the form
A (resp. ∃R) in O, we introduce a shape sA (resp. s∃R), with targets τsA = A
(resp. τs∃R = ∃R) and with constraint where R,R′ may be inverse roles:

φsA = (≥1 a.A) ∨
!

O |= C⊑A

sC , φs∃R = (≥1 R.⊤)∨
!

O |= C⊑∃R

sC ∨
!

O |= R′⊑R

s∃R′.

Next, we introduce shapes that encode negative assertions. For each GCI of
the form (C ⊑ ¬ D) in O, we introduce one shape sC⊑ ¬D, where targets are all
instances of C and D in G, where the constraint is always violated. To this end,

A
u

th
o

r 
P

ro
o

f
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Proof. (() The entailment hO,G, Ci |= �s(v) holds if hM, Ci |= �s(v)
11 in each

minimal model M, including can(O,G).
()) Let M be a minimal model of hO,Gi. Lemma 2 implies the existence of a
homomorphism µ from can(O,G) to M s.t. M, C |= �s(µ(v)) for µ(v) = v. ut

4.3 Rewriting of Shape Targets

In the absence of an ontology, the targets of shapes s are retrieved by evaluating
the target definitions ⌧s over the graph G, written [[⌧s]]G . In SHACL, a target
definition is a monadic query with a single atom that corresponds to a basic
concept in an ontology. In the presence of an ontology, we follow the semantics
described in Section 2.5, and retrieve targets over all minimal models, or equiv-
alently over the canonical model, written as [[⌧ ]]hO,Gi. To achieve this, since ⌧s is
a unary conjunctive query, one can apply PerfRef.

Lemma 4. For any shape s from SHACL, DL-LiteR ontology O, and graph G
it holds that [[⌧s]]hO,Gi = [[PerfRef(⌧s,O)]]G.

Proof. The authors in ? established the correspondence between certain answers
of conjunctive queries over knowledge graphs and perfect reformulation (Lemma
35): For a KG hO,Gi and conjunctive query q we have that the certain answers
of q over the KG correspond to perfect reformulation in the sense taht cert(q, hO,

Gi) = [[PerfRef(⌧s,O)]]G , where, a 2 cert(q, hO,Gi) iff for every minimal model
M of hO,Gi it holds that a 2 q

M. At the same time the formula [[⌧s]]hO,Gi defines
a special set of target nodes over the graph and ontology: [[⌧s]]hO,Gi returns a node
v iff it does so for every minimal model M of hO,Gi. ut

In other words, the targets of s according to the KB hO,Gi can be retrieved
by evaluating the query PerfRef(⌧s,O) over G alone.

4.4 Rewriting of the Ontology

In this part, we present our rewriting algorithm. In order to make notations more
concise, we write G, C |= �(v) to denote that the node v satisfies the constraint
� in the graph G given a set C of shapes. Similarly, we use hO,Gi, C |= �(v) to
denote that v satisfies � in the graph that corresponds to the canonical model of
hO,Gi given C. Then, we assume that the shape constraints in C are normalised,
i.e. contain at most one operator. Note that this can always be obtained by
introducing nested shape names.

Our rewriting procedure is presented in Algorithm 1 and we now guide the
reader throug it. Our algorithm relies on auxiliary shapes of three kinds:

– CO that contains for each concept C in O the corresponding shape sC in CO;
this ensures that for every node v the fact C(v) is in the canonical model iff
v is valid in the shape sC .

11 In this entailment we consider M as an infinite conjunction of atoms.
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An extended version of the paper with detailed proofs can be found on-line at: https:
//www.inf.unibz.it/krdb/KRDB%20files/tech-reports/KRDB18-03.pdf.

2 Preliminaries and Running Example

In this section we recall required definitions. We assume a signature ⌃ that consists of
three infinite countable sets of constants, that correspond to entities, classes of unary
predicates, that correspond to types, and properties or binary predicates that correspond
to object properties or a special predicate “a” that essentially labels entities with classes.
Note that we consider neither datatypes nor data properties in this work and leave them
for the future study. We also consider an infinite countable domain � of entities.

2.1 Knowledge Graph

A Knowledge Graph (KG) G in our work is a possibly infinite directed label graph that
consists of triples of the form (s, p, o) over ⌃, where s is a constant, p is a property, and
o is either a constant or a class and only in the latter case p is the special predicate “a”.

Example 1. Consider the following fragment of the Siemens KG GSIEM from [22], which
describes Siemens industrial assets including two turbines with the identifiers :t177 and
:t852 and one power plant (PPlant) with the identifier :p063, as well as information
about equipment (turbine) categories (hasTuCat, hasCat), their deployment sites (deplAt),
and enumeration of turbines at plants (hasTurb):

{(:p063, a, :PPlant), (:p063, :hasTurb, :t852),
(:t852, a, :Turbine), (:t852, :deplAt, :p063), (:t852, :hasCat, :SGT-800),
(:t177, :deplAt, :p063), (:t177, :hasTuCat, :SGT-800), }. ut

2.2 SHACL Syntax

We next briefly recall relevant notions of SHACL using a compact syntax of [12] which
is equivalent to SHACL’s “Core Constraint Components” [12]. SHACL stands for Shapes
Constraint Language. Each SHACL constraint in a set of constraints C, usually referred
to as shape, is defined as a triple: hs, ⌧s,�si, where

– s is the name,
– ⌧s is the target definition, a SPARQL query with one output variable whose purpose

is to retrieve target entities of s from G, i.e., entities (nodes) occurring in G for which
the following constraint of the shape should be verified,

– and �s is the constraint, an expression defined according to the following grammar:

� ::= > | s
0
| c | �1 ^ �2 | ¬� | �n r.� | EQ(r1, r2), (1)

where > stands for the Boolean truth values, s0 is a shape name occurring in C, c
is a constant, r is a SPARQL property path, and n 2 N+; moreover, ^ denotes the
conjunction, ¬ – negation, “�n r.�”–“must have at least n-successors in G verifying
�”, and “EQ(r1, r2)”–“r1 and r2-successors of a node must coincide”.9

9 One may also use _ and n r.� as syntactic sugar, with their expected meaning.
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We show this for each case. For the cases: �s = > and �s = I it is clear that �(v, s)
is true iff �0

(v, s
0
) is true.

Cases �s = �1 ^ �2, �s = �1 _ �2 and �s = EQ(r1, r2) can be shown in the same
way as in the proof of Theorem 1.

If �s = �k R.s1 the translation is �
0
s = (�k R

0
.s

0
1) _ s

virtual where R
0
=

R1| . . . |Ri| . . . |Rn. By definition �(v, s) = true if there are at least k R-successors in
the canonical model. By construction of canonical model there must be then at least
k facts of the form (v,Ri, vi) in can(O, C) such that O |= Ri v R. We distinguish
between two cases. Either all facts (v,Ri, vi) are in the closure cl(O,G) and thus
(as shown in Theorem 2) formula �k R

0
.s

0
1 evaluates to true. Otherwise, there are

R-successors necessary for s to evaluate to true that are in can(O,G) \ cl(O,G). The
minimal canonical model introduces at most one node a1 for each node a in can(O, C)

such that R(v, a) 2 can(O, C). Moreover, all nodes necessary to evaluate �(v, s) to
true are located on the tree t in can(O,G) \ cl(O,G) that is rooted in v. That is, for
each shape s1 referenced by s that evaluates to true on t with � there exists a node a1

on t such that can(O,G), C |= �s1(a1). Now we apply Lemma 8, and get that it holds
G, C

00
[ CO [ C

v
O
[ C

s
O
|= �svirtual1

(v). If we set s1 = s and the node a1 = v and apply
Lemma 8 again, we have that �0

(s
virtual

, v) = true.
(() Let �0 be a satisfying assignment for G, C00

[CO[C
v
O
[C

s
O

such that J�sKG,v,�
0
=

true. We set � to be an assignment for C over can(O,G) to be based on �
0 by replacing

each s
virtual with s and eliminating assignments for shapes in CO [ C

v
O
[ C

s
O

.
Then this claim can be shown in a similar fashion to the direction “)” of Lemma 8

by applying Lemmas 3,4 and 8 for different types of shape definitions. ut
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From Lemma 3 we have that each shape s
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is true in v iff there is a node a1 in
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) for
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same as � where each shape name s is replaced with s

0. In addition, we extend �
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. In particular, a shape ssuccR,P in C
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are assigned to every node in
G such that �0
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R,P , v) = true iff O |= 9R
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v 9P . This determines the assignment for

shapes of kind s9R,s1 by setting �
0
(s9R,s1 , v) = true iff propositional s9R,s1 is true in

the Datalog program that contains shapes Cs
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and shapes of the kind “s9R,s2”. For the
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) is true.
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Algorithm 1. Constraint rewriting
Input: ontology O possible with existential rules, set of positive shapes C
1: CO ← ShapeT(O)
2: Cv

O ← shapeVirtual(O)
3: Cs

O ← successorT(O)
4: C′′ ← {⟨PerfRef(τs, O),RewriteCompl(φs, O)⟩ | s ∈ C}
5: return CO ∪ Cv

O ∪ Cs
O,C ∪ C′′

the formula [[τs]]⟨O,G⟩ defines a special set of target nodes over the graph and
ontology: [[τs]]⟨O,G⟩ returns a node v iff it does so for every minimal model M of
⟨O,G⟩. ⊓$

In other words, the targets of s according to the KB ⟨O,G⟩ can be retrieved
by evaluating the query PerfRef(τs,O) over G alone.

4.4 Rewriting of the Ontology

In this part, we present our rewriting algorithm. In order to make notations more
concise, we write G, C |= φ(v) to denote that the node v satisfies the constraint
φ in the graph G given a set C of shapes. Similarly, we use ⟨O,G⟩, C |= φ(v) to
denote that v satisfies φ in the graph that corresponds to the canonical model of
⟨O,G⟩ given C. Then, we assume that the shape constraints in C are normalised,
i.e. contain at most one operator. Note that this can always be obtained by
introducing nested shape names.

Our rewriting procedure is presented in Algorithm 1 and we now guide the
reader through it. Our algorithm relies on auxiliary shapes of three kinds:

– CO that contains for each concept C in O the corresponding shape sC in CO;
this ensures that for every node v the fact C(v) is in the canonical model iff
v is valid in the shape sC .

– “virtual” shapes Cv
O and Cs

O that are used to capture the part of the canonical
model generated by existential quantification.

The shapes CO, Cv
O and Cs

O will help us to establish rewriting over O of the
original shapes from C into C′′. We now define CO, Cv

O and Cs
O explain how they

are used in Algorithm 1 and show correctness of the algorithm.

Rewriting ShapeT for Active Nodes: CO. For every concept of the form
A (resp. ∃R) in O, we introduce a shape sA (resp. s∃R), with targets τsA = A
(resp. τs∃R = ∃R) and with constraint where R,R′ may be inverse roles:

φsA = (≥1 a.A) ∨
!

O |= C⊑A

sC , φs∃R = (≥1 R.⊤)∨
!

O |= C⊑∃R

sC ∨
!

O |= R′⊑R

s∃R′.

Next, we introduce shapes that encode negative assertions. For each GCI of
the form (C ⊑ ¬ D) in O, we introduce one shape sC⊑ ¬D, where targets are all
instances of C and D in G, where the constraint is always violated. To this end,
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Algorithm 1. Constraint rewriting
Input: ontology O possible with existential rules, set of positive shapes C
1: CO ← ShapeT(O)
2: Cv

O ← shapeVirtual(O)
3: Cs

O ← successorT(O)
4: C′′ ← {⟨PerfRef(τs, O),RewriteCompl(φs, O)⟩ | s ∈ C}
5: return CO ∪ Cv

O ∪ Cs
O,C ∪ C′′

the formula [[τs]]⟨O,G⟩ defines a special set of target nodes over the graph and
ontology: [[τs]]⟨O,G⟩ returns a node v iff it does so for every minimal model M of
⟨O,G⟩. ⊓$

In other words, the targets of s according to the KB ⟨O,G⟩ can be retrieved
by evaluating the query PerfRef(τs,O) over G alone.

4.4 Rewriting of the Ontology

In this part, we present our rewriting algorithm. In order to make notations more
concise, we write G, C |= φ(v) to denote that the node v satisfies the constraint
φ in the graph G given a set C of shapes. Similarly, we use ⟨O,G⟩, C |= φ(v) to
denote that v satisfies φ in the graph that corresponds to the canonical model of
⟨O,G⟩ given C. Then, we assume that the shape constraints in C are normalised,
i.e. contain at most one operator. Note that this can always be obtained by
introducing nested shape names.

Our rewriting procedure is presented in Algorithm 1 and we now guide the
reader through it. Our algorithm relies on auxiliary shapes of three kinds:

– CO that contains for each concept C in O the corresponding shape sC in CO;
this ensures that for every node v the fact C(v) is in the canonical model iff
v is valid in the shape sC .

– “virtual” shapes Cv
O and Cs

O that are used to capture the part of the canonical
model generated by existential quantification.

The shapes CO, Cv
O and Cs

O will help us to establish rewriting over O of the
original shapes from C into C′′. We now define CO, Cv

O and Cs
O explain how they

are used in Algorithm 1 and show correctness of the algorithm.

Rewriting ShapeT for Active Nodes: CO. For every concept of the form
A (resp. ∃R) in O, we introduce a shape sA (resp. s∃R), with targets τsA = A
(resp. τs∃R = ∃R) and with constraint where R,R′ may be inverse roles:

φsA = (≥1 a.A) ∨
!

O |= C⊑A

sC , φs∃R = (≥1 R.⊤)∨
!

O |= C⊑∃R

sC ∨
!

O |= R′⊑R

s∃R′.

Next, we introduce shapes that encode negative assertions. For each GCI of
the form (C ⊑ ¬ D) in O, we introduce one shape sC⊑ ¬D, where targets are all
instances of C and D in G, where the constraint is always violated. To this end,
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1: CO ← ShapeT(O)
2: Cv

O ← shapeVirtual(O)
3: Cs

O ← successorT(O)
4: C′′ ← {⟨PerfRef(τs, O),RewriteCompl(φs, O)⟩ | s ∈ C}
5: return CO ∪ Cv

O ∪ Cs
O,C ∪ C′′

the formula [[τs]]⟨O,G⟩ defines a special set of target nodes over the graph and
ontology: [[τs]]⟨O,G⟩ returns a node v iff it does so for every minimal model M of
⟨O,G⟩. ⊓$

In other words, the targets of s according to the KB ⟨O,G⟩ can be retrieved
by evaluating the query PerfRef(τs,O) over G alone.

4.4 Rewriting of the Ontology

In this part, we present our rewriting algorithm. In order to make notations more
concise, we write G, C |= φ(v) to denote that the node v satisfies the constraint
φ in the graph G given a set C of shapes. Similarly, we use ⟨O,G⟩, C |= φ(v) to
denote that v satisfies φ in the graph that corresponds to the canonical model of
⟨O,G⟩ given C. Then, we assume that the shape constraints in C are normalised,
i.e. contain at most one operator. Note that this can always be obtained by
introducing nested shape names.

Our rewriting procedure is presented in Algorithm 1 and we now guide the
reader through it. Our algorithm relies on auxiliary shapes of three kinds:

– CO that contains for each concept C in O the corresponding shape sC in CO;
this ensures that for every node v the fact C(v) is in the canonical model iff
v is valid in the shape sC .

– “virtual” shapes Cv
O and Cs

O that are used to capture the part of the canonical
model generated by existential quantification.

The shapes CO, Cv
O and Cs

O will help us to establish rewriting over O of the
original shapes from C into C′′. We now define CO, Cv

O and Cs
O explain how they

are used in Algorithm 1 and show correctness of the algorithm.

Rewriting ShapeT for Active Nodes: CO. For every concept of the form
A (resp. ∃R) in O, we introduce a shape sA (resp. s∃R), with targets τsA = A
(resp. τs∃R = ∃R) and with constraint where R,R′ may be inverse roles:

φsA = (≥1 a.A) ∨
!

O |= C⊑A

sC , φs∃R = (≥1 R.⊤)∨
!

O |= C⊑∃R

sC ∨
!

O |= R′⊑R

s∃R′.

Next, we introduce shapes that encode negative assertions. For each GCI of
the form (C ⊑ ¬ D) in O, we introduce one shape sC⊑ ¬D, where targets are all
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2.1 Knowledge Graph

A Knowledge Graph (KG) G is a possibly infinite directed labeled graph that
consists of triples of the form (s, p, o) over Σ, where s is a constant, p – property,
and o – constant or class (in this case p is the special predicate “a”).

Example 1. Consider the following fragment of the Siemens KG GSIEM from [23],
which describes Siemens industrial assets including two turbines with the iden-
tifiers :t177 and :t852 and one power plant (PPlant) with the identifier :p063,
as well as information about equipment (turbine) categories (hasTuCat, hasCat),
their deployment sites (deplAt), and enumeration of turbines at plants (hasTurb):

{(:p063, a, :PPlant), (:p063, :hasTurb, :t852), (:t852, a, :Turbine),
(:t852, :deplAt, :p063), (:t852, :hasCat, :SGT-800),
(:t177, :deplAt, :p063), (:t177, :hasTuCat, :SGT-800)}. ⊓"

2.2 SHACL Syntax

We next briefly recall relevant notions of SHACL using a compact syntax of [12]
which is equivalent to SHACL’s “Core Constraint Components” [12]. SHACL
stands for Shapes Constraint Language. Each SHACL constraint in a set of con-
straints C, usually referred to as shape, is defined as a triple: ⟨s, τs,φs⟩, where

– s is the name,
– τs is the target definition, a SPARQL query with one output variable whose

purpose is to retrieve target entities of s from G, i.e., entities (nodes) occurring
in G for which the following constraint of the shape should be verified,

– and φs is the constraint, an expression defined according to the following
grammar:

φ :: = ⊤ | s′ | c | φ1 ∧φ2 | φ1 ∨φ2 | ¬φ | ≥n R.φ | ≤n R.φ | EQ(r1, r2), (1)

where ⊤ stands for the Boolean truth values, s′ is a shape name occurring
in C, c is a constant, R is a property, and n ∈ N; moreover, ∧ denotes the
conjunction, ¬ – negation, “≥n R.φ” – “must have at least n-successors in G
verifying φ”, r1 and r2 are SPARQL property paths and “EQ(r1, r2)” means
that “r1 and r2 successors of a node must coincide”.

With a slight abuse of notation we identify the shape with its name. We note
that the syntax for constraints allows for shapes to reference each other. A set of
constraints is recursive if it contains a shape that reference itself, either directly
or via a reference cycle.
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We show this for each case. For the cases: �s = > and �s = I it is clear that �(v, s)
is true iff �0

(v, s
0
) is true.

Cases �s = �1 ^ �2, �s = �1 _ �2 and �s = EQ(r1, r2) can be shown in the same
way as in the proof of Theorem 1.

If �s = �k R.s1 the translation is �
0
s = (�k R

0
.s

0
1) _ s

virtual where R
0
=

R1| . . . |Ri| . . . |Rn. By definition �(v, s) = true if there are at least k R-successors in
the canonical model. By construction of canonical model there must be then at least
k facts of the form (v,Ri, vi) in can(O, C) such that O |= Ri v R. We distinguish
between two cases. Either all facts (v,Ri, vi) are in the closure cl(O,G) and thus
(as shown in Theorem 2) formula �k R

0
.s

0
1 evaluates to true. Otherwise, there are

R-successors necessary for s to evaluate to true that are in can(O,G) \ cl(O,G). The
minimal canonical model introduces at most one node a1 for each node a in can(O, C)

such that R(v, a) 2 can(O, C). Moreover, all nodes necessary to evaluate �(v, s) to
true are located on the tree t in can(O,G) \ cl(O,G) that is rooted in v. That is, for
each shape s1 referenced by s that evaluates to true on t with � there exists a node a1

on t such that can(O,G), C |= �s1(a1). Now we apply Lemma 8, and get that it holds
G, C

00
[ CO [ C

v
O
[ C

s
O
|= �svirtual1

(v). If we set s1 = s and the node a1 = v and apply
Lemma 8 again, we have that �0

(s
virtual

, v) = true.
(() Let �0 be a satisfying assignment for G, C00

[CO[C
v
O
[C

s
O

such that J�sKG,v,�
0
=

true. We set � to be an assignment for C over can(O,G) to be based on �
0 by replacing

each s
virtual with s and eliminating assignments for shapes in CO [ C

v
O
[ C

s
O

.
Then this claim can be shown in a similar fashion to the direction “)” of Lemma 8

by applying Lemmas 3,4 and 8 for different types of shape definitions. ut
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Lemma 8. Assume we are given a DL-Lite ontology O, a graph G, node v in G, a set
C of positive shapes and shape s defined in C. Then let C00

, CO, C
v
O

and CO be sets of
shapes constructed from C and O as defined in Algorithm 2. It holds:

G, C
00
[ CO [ C

v
O
[ C

s
O
|= �svirtual (v) iff

there is a node a1 in can(O,G) with witness v s.t. can(O,G), C |= �s(a1).

Proof. ()) Let �0 be a satisfying assignment for G, C00
[ CO [ C

v
O
[ C

s
O

.
We set � to be an assignment for C over can(O,G) to be based on �

0 by replacing
each s

virtual with s and eliminating assignments for shapes in CO [ C
v
O
[ C

s
O

.
From Lemma 3 we have that each shape s

succ
R,P in C

s
O

is true in v iff there are
nodes a1, a2, a3 in can(O,G) with witness v s.t. can(O,G) |= R(a1, a2) and can(O,

G) |= R(a2, a3), and (ii) each shape s
virtual
C in C

v
O

is true in v iff there is a node a1 in
can(O,G) with witness v s.t. can(O,G) |= C(a1). Thus, for cases �s = >, �s = I ,
�s =�1 a.C1 for some basic concept C1 it is clear that �(v, s) is true iff �0

(v, s
0
) is true.

Cases �s = �1 ^ �2, �s = �1 _ �2 and �s = EQ(r1, r2) can be shown in the same
way as in the proof of Theorem 1.

For �s = (�kR.s1) we have the following rewriting: �0
s = (�kR

0
.s

0
1) _ s

virtual .
Then �svirtual evaluates to true if either (�kR

0
.s

0
1) is true or �svirtual is true.

Assume first that �kR
0
.s

0
1 evaluates to true. Since R

0
= R1| . . . |Ri| . . . |Rn where

O |= Ri v R there must be at least k facts of the form (v,Ri, vi) in G. So there are at
least k R-successors in can(O, T ) (actually, there are already in cl(O,G)). The we set
a1 = v and �kR.s1(v) evaluates to true since s1 2 �

0
(v) iff s1 2 �(v).

Assume now that svirtual evaluates to true. First we analyze the shapes of the form
s9R,s1 . We observe that such shapes are forming a propositional Datalog program where
�s9R,s1

= s9R,s2 ^ s9R,s3 if �s1 = s2 ^ s3 (and similarly for _) and �9R,s1 = s
succ
R,P if

�s1 = (�kP.s2) . The program that only depends on O and not on shapes in C since
literals are defined as: ssuccR,P = s

virtual
9R if O |= 9R

�
v 9P and s

succ
R,P = ? if O |=

9R
�
v 9P . Special cases are �s1 =�1 a.A and �s1 =�1R.>. then �9R,s1 = s

virtual
A

and �9R,s1 = s
virtual
9R respectively.

Overall, formula of a shape �9R,s1 evaluates to true (in any node in G) if (i) all
successors necessary for s1 and other shapes references by s1 exist in canonical model,
(ii) “terminating” shape with formulas �s1 =�1 a.A and �s1 =�1R.> are also true in
v.

Second, shape s
virtual
9R evaluates to true in v and thus from Lemma 3 we have that

canonical model contains a tree with root in v that branch is of the form (v,R, v
0
) for

some fresh v
0 introduced when generating canonical model. From Lemma 3 we have that

there exists a node a1 in can(O,G) where s9R evaluates to true.
Thus all “necessary successors” of s are in can(O,G) and we set � accordingly so

�(a1, s) = true.
(() Let � be a satisfying assignment for can(O,G), C |= �s(v). Let now �

0 be the
same as � where each shape name s is replaced with s

0. In addition, we extend �
0 to shape

names in CO [ C
v
O
[ C

s
O

. In particular, a shape ssuccR,P in C
s
O

are assigned to every node in
G such that �0

(s
succ
R,P , v) = true iff O |= 9R

�
v 9P . This determines the assignment for

shapes of kind s9R,s1 by setting �
0
(s9R,s1 , v) = true iff propositional s9R,s1 is true in

the Datalog program that contains shapes Cs
O

and shapes of the kind “s9R,s2”. For the

9R
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Rewriting and Virtual Shapes
• Each shape is rewritten into “prime” version or virtual one:
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Algorithm 1 CONSTRAINT REWRITING FOR DL-LiteR�

Input: DL-LiteR� ontology O, set C of shapes
1: CO  SHAPET(O)
2: C

00
 {hs0, PERFREF(⌧s,O), REWRITESIM(�s,O)i | s 2 C}

3: return CO [ C
00

definition is a monadic query with a single atom that corresponds to a basic concept in an
ontology.

In the presence of an ontology, we follow the semantics described in Section 2.5,
and retrieve targets over all minimal models, or equivalently over the canonical model,
written J⌧KhO,Gi. To achieve this, since ⌧s is a unary conjunctive query, one can apply
PERFREF.

Lemma 2. For any shape s, ontology O and graph G:
J⌧sKhO,Gi

= JPERFREF(⌧s,O)KG

Proof (Sketch). Follows from the properties of the canonical model and query answering
over DL-LiteR ontologies (see [11])

In other words, the targets of s according to the KB hO,Gi can be retrieved by
evaluating the query PERFREF(⌧s,O) over G alone.
Rewriting of Constraints. Finally, we rewrite the constraints in C. We replace each
shape s by shape s

0 such that:

�s0 = s
0

1 ^ s
0

2 if �s = s1 ^ s2, �s0 = s
0

1 _ s
0

2 if �s = s1 _ s2,

�s0 = ¬s
0

1 if �s = ¬s1, �s0 = I if �s = I,

�s0 = (�kR.s
0

1) _

_

R0vR2O

(�kR
0
.s

0

1) if �s = (�kR.s1),

sR1,R2 =

^

O|=R0
1vR1,R0

2vR2

EQ(R
0

1, R
0

2) if �s = EQ(R1, R2).

Theorem 2. Given a DL-LiteR� ontology O, graph G, node v in G, set C of shapes and
shape s in C:

hO,Gi, C |= �s(v) iff G, CO [ C
00
|= �s0(v)

We denote with REWRITESIM this constraint rewriting function, i.e.
REWRITESIM(�s,O) = �s0 for each s in C.

Algorithm 1 summarize the whole (ontology and shape) rewriting procedure. As an
illustration, the SHACL-rewriting described in Example 6 is the one produced by this
procedure.

4.2 Rewriting for DL-LiteR
We now consider the case of an arbitrary DL-LiteR O, together with a set C of positive
shapes. For any graph G, can(O,G) may now be arbitrary large (even infinite) and it
may introduce fresh nodes that may be needed to check constraint. This makes rewriting
significantly more involved.
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shapes. For any graph G, can(O,G) may now be arbitrary large (even infinite) and it
may introduce fresh nodes that may be needed to check constraint. This makes rewriting
significantly more involved.
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We show this for each case. For the cases: �s = > and �s = I it is clear that �(v, s)
is true iff �0

(v, s
0
) is true.

Cases �s = �1 ^ �2, �s = �1 _ �2 and �s = EQ(r1, r2) can be shown in the same
way as in the proof of Theorem 1.

If �s = �k R.s1 the translation is �
0
s = (�k R

0
.s

0
1) _ s

virtual where R
0
=

R1| . . . |Ri| . . . |Rn. By definition �(v, s) = true if there are at least k R-successors in
the canonical model. By construction of canonical model there must be then at least
k facts of the form (v,Ri, vi) in can(O, C) such that O |= Ri v R. We distinguish
between two cases. Either all facts (v,Ri, vi) are in the closure cl(O,G) and thus
(as shown in Theorem 2) formula �k R

0
.s

0
1 evaluates to true. Otherwise, there are

R-successors necessary for s to evaluate to true that are in can(O,G) \ cl(O,G). The
minimal canonical model introduces at most one node a1 for each node a in can(O, C)

such that R(v, a) 2 can(O, C). Moreover, all nodes necessary to evaluate �(v, s) to
true are located on the tree t in can(O,G) \ cl(O,G) that is rooted in v. That is, for
each shape s1 referenced by s that evaluates to true on t with � there exists a node a1

on t such that can(O,G), C |= �s1(a1). Now we apply Lemma 8, and get that it holds
G, C

00
[ CO [ C

v
O
[ C

s
O
|= �svirtual1

(v). If we set s1 = s and the node a1 = v and apply
Lemma 8 again, we have that �0

(s
virtual

, v) = true.
(() Let �0 be a satisfying assignment for G, C00

[CO[C
v
O
[C

s
O

such that J�sKG,v,�
0
=

true. We set � to be an assignment for C over can(O,G) to be based on �
0 by replacing

each s
virtual with s and eliminating assignments for shapes in CO [ C

v
O
[ C

s
O

.
Then this claim can be shown in a similar fashion to the direction “)” of Lemma 8

by applying Lemmas 3,4 and 8 for different types of shape definitions. ut
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each node v such that (v, a, A) 2 can(O,G) we have that sA 2 �0(v) (and similarly for
the shape names of kind “s9R”). Thus �0 is an satisfying assignment for shapes in CO.

Now we are going to show that �0 is also a satisfying assignment such that

�(v, s) = true iff �0(v, s0) = true

We note that �(v, s) = J�sKcan(O,G),v,� and �0(v, s0) = J�s0KG,v,�
0
.

We analyze s case by case. For the cases: �s = >, �s = I , and �s = ¬s1 it is clear
that �(v, s) is true iff �0(v, s0) is true.

If �s =�k R.s1 then �(v, s) = true if there are at least k R-successors in the
canonical model. By construction of canonical model there must be then at least k facts
of the form (v,Ri, vi) in can(O, C) such that O |= Ri v R. Since, �s0 = �k R0.s01
where R0 = R1| . . . |Ri| . . . |Rn then v must have at least k R0-successors. Moreover,
�(vi, s1) = true iff �0(vi, s01) = true. Then it holds �(v, s0) = true.

Two syntactically special cases are �s =�1 a.A and �s =�kR.>, however they are
not covered by the case �kR.s1. The reasons is that concept inclusions in O that create
new facts in the canonical model Assume s� =�1 a.A. If �(v, s) = true then according
to the construction of can(O,G) there must be a finite chain of concept and role inclusion
that starting from a fact of form (v, a, A0) or (v,R0, v1) in G creates the fact (v, a, A) in
can(O,G). If (v, a, A0) is the case we have that O |= A0 v A, otherwise we have that
O |= 9R v A. In either case, we have that J�s0KG,v,�

0
= true. Similarly, we can reason

in the case �s =�kR.>.
If �s = EQ(r1, r2) then we set �s0 = EQ(r01, r

0
2) where r01 and r02 are obtained by

replacing each occurrence of property R with R1 | . . . | Rn where O |= Ri v R. Then a
fact (v1, R, v2) is in can(O,G) iff for some i a fact (v1, Ri, v2) is in G, that is R0 returns
v1 and v2 over G. Thus, paths in r1 corresponds to one in r01 and the same for r2, and so
�(v, s) is true iff �0(v, s0) is true.

If �s = s1 ^ s2. then �(v, s) = true iff �(v, s1) = �(v, s2) = true which by
definition of � is the case iff �0(v, s01) = �0(v, s02) = true iff �0(v, s0) = true. Similarly,
one can show the same property for the case �s = �1 _ �2.

(() Let �0 be an satisfying assignment for G, CO [ C
00
|= �s0(v). We construct an

satisfying assignment � for can(O,G), C |= �s(v). We set that � is obtained from �0

by replacing each s0 with s and eliminating shape names from CO. Then analogously
to the direction ()) for each node v in G and shape name we can show that it holds:
�(v, s) = true iff �0(v, s0) = true.

We analyze s case by case. For the cases: �s = >, �s = I , and �s = ¬s1 it is clear
that �(v, s) is true iff �0(v, s0) is true.

Again we have two special cases when s� =�1 a.A and s� =�k R.>. Let us
consider that s� =�1 a.A and that s0 2 �(v). Then from Lemma 1 we have that s0 2
�(v) iff (v, a, A) 2 can(O,G) and thus Js�Kcan(O,G),�,v = true. So, �(v, s) = true.
Similarly, we can show the same property for the case s� =�kR.>.

Finally for the cases �s = EQ(r1, r2), �s = �1 ^ �2, �s = �1 _ �2, �s =�k R.s1
we can show similarly to the direction ()). ut
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These properties of can(O,G) make rewriting technically involved since SHACL
constraints cannot express fresh values. We address this with auxiliary shapes
Cv
O

and Cs
O

that mimic the construction of the canonical model and validate
facts in G0 = can(O,G) \ cl(O,G). The graph G0 is a forest (by construction of
can(O,G)) where each tree has the root in some assertion of cl(O,G). We call
this root the witness of the tree. In example above, (v, a, A) is the only witness.

Rewriting shapeVirtual for Fresh Nodes: Cv
O

For each concept C ap-
pearing in a GCI in O, we introduce a shape s

virtual
C , such that, for a node v

in G, verifies s
virtual
C (v) iff there is a node v

0 in G0 with v as witness such that
G0 |= C(v0). For instance, in Example 8, we introduce shape s

virtual
9R which is

verified by the witness v. Note that v0 is not necessarily an immediate successor
of v in G0.

More formally, for concept C, the virtual shape s
virtual
C = hPerfRef(C),

�svirtualC
i is created. Then a function similar to RewriteSim is applied to each

�svirtualC
, in order to ensure the above property. In our running example, this yields

�svirtualA
= sA, i.e. �svirtualA

remains unchanged, but �svirtual9U
= s9U _s

virtual
A _s

virtual
9U� .

Here, sub-formula s
virtual
A is added because of the GCI A v U , and s9U� is added

because if 9U holds at some node a1 in the tree of G0 rooted in v, then 9U� must
hold at some U -successor a2 of a1. Let shapeVirtual be the function which
produces (and rewrites) these “virtual” shapes.

Rewriting successorT for Fresh Nodes: Cs
O

. The second kind of shapes
is needed in order to check if two roles are concatenated in the same tree in G0.
For each pair of roles R1 and R2 in O, we introduce the shape s

succ
R1,R2

such that a
node v 2 G verifies �ssuccR1,R2

iff (a1, R1, a2) and (a2, R2, a3) are on the subtree with
the witness v, for some a1, a2, a3 in G0. In our running example, v verifies �ssuccR,P

,
but not �ssuccP,R

. Formally, for every two roles R1 and R2 in O, ⌧ssuccR1,R2
= ?(x),

and if O |= 9R�

1 v 9R2, then �ssuccR1,R2
= s9R1 , otherwise �ssucc9R1,9R2

= ?. The
special case R2 = R

�

1 , is also covered by the definition �ssucc
R1,R�

1

= s9R1 . Let

successorT denote the function creating these fresh shapes.

Rewriting RewriteComplT for Shapes. Finally, we need to rewrite the
shapes in C. To this end, we extend the procedure RewriteSim in the following
way. For each shape s in C, we set s

0 = RewriteCompl(s) _ s
virtual where

RewriteCompl is identical to RewriteSim for operators ^, _ and constant I
but it changes for �s = (�kR.s1) as follows:

�
0

s = (�kR.s
0

1) _ s
virtual where �svirtual = s

virtual
9R ^ s

virtual
1 ^ s9R,s1 .

In other words, the witness v verifies svirtual if it verifies both s
virtual
9R and s

virtual
1

(that is, both are verified by some anonymous node with v as the witness),
and the range of R can be validated against s1, expressed with the new shape
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Virtual Shapes
• We introduce virtual shape both in the same way 

for connectors
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Algorithm 2 CONSTRAINT REWRITING 2
Input: ontology O possible with existential rules, set of positive shapes C
1: CO  SHAPET(O)
2: C

v
O  SHAPEVIRTUAL(O)

3: C
s
O  SUCCESSORT(O)

4: C
00
 {hPERFREF(⌧s,O), REWRITECOMPL(�s,O)i | s 2 C}

5: return CO [ C
v
O [ C

s
O,C [ C

00

Finally, we need to rewrite the shapes in C. To this end, we extend the pro-
cedure REWRITESIM in the following way. For each shape s in C, we set s

0 =
REWRITECOMPL(s) _ s

virtual where REWRITECOMPL is identical to REWRITESIM
for operators ^, _ and constant I but it changes for �s = (�kR.s1) as follows:

�
0

s = (�kR.s
0

1) _ s
virtual where �svirtual = s

virtual
9R ^ s

virtual
1 ^ s9R,s1

! In other words, witness v verifies svirtual if it verifies both s
virtual
9R and s

virtual
1 (that is, O: set here that this works

only if k = 1; otherwise falseboth are verified by some anonymous node with v as witness), and the range of R can be
validated against s1, expressed with the new shape s9R,s1 . Then �s9R,s1

= s9R,s2^s9R,s3

if �s1 = s2 ^ s3 (and similarly for _). If �s1 = (�k P.s2) then �9R,s1 = s
succ
R,P , that

is P has to be successor of R in G
0. Let REWRITECOMPLT denote the corresponding

rewriting of C.
We summarise the rewriting procedure in Algorithm 2.

Lemma 3. Let O be a DL-Lite ontology, C a concept in O, R and P properties in O, G
a graph, v a node in G, can(O,G) the canonical model of O and G, and shapes CO, Cv

O

and C
s
O

as specified in Algorithm 2. Then the following holds:
– G, CO [ C

v
O
[ C

s
O

|= �svirtualC
(v) iff there is a node a1 in can(O,G) with witness v

s.t. can(O,G) |= C(a1).
– G, CO[C

v
O
[C

s
O
|= �ssuccR,P (v) iff there are nodes a1, a2, a3 in can(O,G) with witness

v s.t. can(O,G) |= R(a1, a2) and can(O,G) |= P (a2, a3).
! O: we don’t need C0 here but

only aux onces... or double
check at least in prev case we
didntExample 8. We illustrate the rewriting of the running example. Shapes that are not

relevant for reasoning are omitted. The presented shapes are ordered in the way one
would reason with them, starting bottom-up (which is possible if C is not recursive). To
illustrate the reasoning, we underline in each formula the disjuncts for which one can
construct a satisfying shape assignment.

�svirtualA
= sA, �svirtual9U

= s9U _ s
virtual
A _ s

virtual
9U� ,

�s9U = (�1U.>) _ s
virtual
9U , �ssuccU,P

= s9U , �s9U,s2
= s

succ
U,P ,

�svirtual1
= s

virtual
9U ^ s

virtual
2 ^ s9U,s2 , �s01

=�1U.s
0

2 _ s
virtual
1 ,

�svirtual2
= s

virtual
9P , �svirtual9P

= s9P _ s
virtual
9U� _ s

virtual
9P� , �svirtual

9U�
= s

virtual
9U .

The only target of s is v, and v verifies �s w.r.t the rewritten set of shapes.
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s9R,s1 . Then �s9R,s1
= s9R,s2 ^ s9R,s3 if �s1 = s2 ^ s3 (and similarly for _). If

�s1 = (�k P.s2), then �9R,s1 = s
succ
R,P , that is P has to be the successor of R in

G0. Let RewriteComplT denote the corresponding rewriting of C.

Correctness of Rewriting. We now proceed to the correctness of our rewriting
procedure and start with the property of possibly infinite canonical models.

Lemma 5 (Infinite canonical model). Let O be a DL-LiteR ontology, C a

concept in O, R and P properties in O, G a graph, v a node in G, and shapes

CO, Cv
O

and Cs
O

as specified in Algorithm 1. Then, the following holds:

– G, CO [ Cv
O
[ Cs

O
|= �svirtualC

(v) iff there is a node a1 in can(O,G) with the

witness v such that can(O,G) |= C(a1).
– G, CO [ Cv

O
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O
|= �ssucc

R,P (v) iff there are nodes a1, a2, a3 in can(O,G) with

the witness v such that can(O,G) |= R(a1, a2) and can(O,G) |= P (a2, a3).

Example 8. We illustrate the rewriting of the running example. Shapes that are
not relevant for the reasoning are omitted. The presented shapes are ordered in
the way one would reason with them, starting bottom-up (which is possible if C
is not recursive). To illustrate the reasoning, we underline in each formula the
disjuncts for which one can construct a satisfying shape assignment.
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The only target of s is v, and v verifies �s w.r.t the rewritten set of shapes. ut

We are ready to present the main result of this section.

Theorem 2. Let O be a DL-LiteR ontology, C a set of SHACL
+

shapes, s 2 C,

C0
the shapes returned by Algorithm 1, and s

0
the rewriting of s in C0

. Then, for

any graph G and node v in G it holds that: hO,Gi, C |= �s(v) iff G, C0 |= �
0
s(v).

Note the size of the returned rewriting is polynomial in the size of O and C.

5 Related work

As discussed in Section 1, constraint validation in the presence of ontologies
was studied in ???. While these approaches allow for very expressive ontologies
(e.g., SHOIN ) they require an engine for disjunctive logic programs, which we
believe makes these approaches less practically interesting.

Rewriting of conjunctive queries over OWL 2 QL ontologies of ? cannot be
applied to SHACL shapes since they may be recursive or contain negation.
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the right-hand-side)  
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full SHACL 



OWL 2 QL without 
Existentials 

• “Simpler" case since canonical model is finite 

• Corresponds to RDFs schemas, thus useful as well


• Rewriting is similar, except no complex “virtual” shapes
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An extended version of the paper with detailed proofs can be found on-line at: https:
//www.inf.unibz.it/krdb/KRDB%20files/tech-reports/KRDB18-03.pdf.

2 Preliminaries and Running Example

In this section we recall required definitions. We assume a signature ⌃ that consists of
three infinite countable sets of constants, that correspond to entities, classes of unary
predicates, that correspond to types, and properties or binary predicates that correspond
to object properties or a special predicate “a” that essentially labels entities with classes.
Note that we consider neither datatypes nor data properties in this work and leave them
for the future study. We also consider an infinite countable domain � of entities.

2.1 Knowledge Graph

A Knowledge Graph (KG) G in our work is a possibly infinite directed label graph that
consists of triples of the form (s, p, o) over ⌃, where s is a constant, p is a property, and
o is either a constant or a class and only in the latter case p is the special predicate “a”.

Example 1. Consider the following fragment of the Siemens KG GSIEM from [22], which
describes Siemens industrial assets including two turbines with the identifiers :t177 and
:t852 and one power plant (PPlant) with the identifier :p063, as well as information
about equipment (turbine) categories (hasTuCat, hasCat), their deployment sites (deplAt),
and enumeration of turbines at plants (hasTurb):

{(:p063, a, :PPlant), (:p063, :hasTurb, :t852),
(:t852, a, :Turbine), (:t852, :deplAt, :p063), (:t852, :hasCat, :SGT-800),
(:t177, :deplAt, :p063), (:t177, :hasTuCat, :SGT-800), }. ut

2.2 SHACL Syntax

We next briefly recall relevant notions of SHACL using a compact syntax of [12] which
is equivalent to SHACL’s “Core Constraint Components” [12]. SHACL stands for Shapes
Constraint Language. Each SHACL constraint in a set of constraints C, usually referred
to as shape, is defined as a triple: hs, ⌧s,�si, where

– s is the name,
– ⌧s is the target definition, a SPARQL query with one output variable whose purpose

is to retrieve target entities of s from G, i.e., entities (nodes) occurring in G for which
the following constraint of the shape should be verified,

– and �s is the constraint, an expression defined according to the following grammar:

� ::= > | s
0
| c | �1 ^ �2 | ¬� | �n r.� | EQ(r1, r2), (1)

where > stands for the Boolean truth values, s0 is a shape name occurring in C, c
is a constant, r is a SPARQL property path, and n 2 N+; moreover, ^ denotes the
conjunction, ¬ – negation, “�n r.�”–“must have at least n-successors in G verifying
�”, and “EQ(r1, r2)”–“r1 and r2-successors of a node must coincide”.9

9 One may also use _ and n r.� as syntactic sugar, with their expected meaning.
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We show this for each case. For the cases: �s = > and �s = I it is clear that �(v, s)
is true iff �0

(v, s
0
) is true.

Cases �s = �1 ^ �2, �s = �1 _ �2 and �s = EQ(r1, r2) can be shown in the same
way as in the proof of Theorem 1.

If �s = �k R.s1 the translation is �
0
s = (�k R

0
.s

0
1) _ s

virtual where R
0
=

R1| . . . |Ri| . . . |Rn. By definition �(v, s) = true if there are at least k R-successors in
the canonical model. By construction of canonical model there must be then at least
k facts of the form (v,Ri, vi) in can(O, C) such that O |= Ri v R. We distinguish
between two cases. Either all facts (v,Ri, vi) are in the closure cl(O,G) and thus
(as shown in Theorem 2) formula �k R

0
.s

0
1 evaluates to true. Otherwise, there are

R-successors necessary for s to evaluate to true that are in can(O,G) \ cl(O,G). The
minimal canonical model introduces at most one node a1 for each node a in can(O, C)

such that R(v, a) 2 can(O, C). Moreover, all nodes necessary to evaluate �(v, s) to
true are located on the tree t in can(O,G) \ cl(O,G) that is rooted in v. That is, for
each shape s1 referenced by s that evaluates to true on t with � there exists a node a1

on t such that can(O,G), C |= �s1(a1). Now we apply Lemma 8, and get that it holds
G, C

00
[ CO [ C

v
O
[ C

s
O
|= �svirtual1

(v). If we set s1 = s and the node a1 = v and apply
Lemma 8 again, we have that �0

(s
virtual

, v) = true.
(() Let �0 be a satisfying assignment for G, C00

[CO[C
v
O
[C

s
O

such that J�sKG,v,�
0
=

true. We set � to be an assignment for C over can(O,G) to be based on �
0 by replacing

each s
virtual with s and eliminating assignments for shapes in CO [ C

v
O
[ C

s
O

.
Then this claim can be shown in a similar fashion to the direction “)” of Lemma 8

by applying Lemmas 3,4 and 8 for different types of shape definitions. ut
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